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The Chronicles Of The
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The above PowerPoint presentation is
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in relation to the
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The Truth Against The World

Hidden Secrets Behind Freemasonry
Morgan Brown
FREEMASONS FILL ALL THE IMPORTANT TOP JOBS IN
POLITICS, MEDIA, EDUCATION, LOCAL GOVERNMENT,
CIVIL SERVICE, POLICE, JUDICIARY, BUSINESS, AD INFINITUM. WHOEVER CONTROLS FREEMASONRY AT THE TOP
CONTROLS BRITAIN. THERE ARE THIRTY THREE DEGREES IN FREEMASONRY BUT THE OVERWHELMING MAJORITY OF MASONS NEVER RISE ABOVE THE THIRD
DEGREE OF MASTER MASON. THERE IS A WEALTH OF
LITERATURE AVAILABLE DEMONSTRATING THAT LOWER
DEGREE MASONS ARE STOOGES AND DUPES AND THE
MUCH PUBLICISED AIMS OF MASONRY ARE FALLACIOUS
AND MISLEADING LIES. IT IS CLEAR THAT WHOEVER CONTROLS MASONRY AT THE TOP CONTROLS EVERY INSTITUTION OF POWER AND CONSEQUENCE ON THE PLANET.
THE CONTROLLERS OF FREEMASONRY ARE EXPOSED AS
THE REAL RULERS AND WRECKERS OF GREAT BRITAIN.

OUR BENT, CROOKED, CORRUPT, TWISTED AND TRAITOROUS JUDEO-MASONIC POLICE FORCE.
Chief Inspector Reginald Morrish who had a long and distinguished
career in the police serving on the fraud and homicide squads and ending
his career as a Chief Instructor at Hendon Police College, burnt his entire"
police papers" before he died at age 92. His son Ivor wrote about his
father's thoughts: "During the whole of my early life at home, including
a period in which we lived at a very busy police station in south London,
my father's chief topics of conversation were the police, religion, bribery
and corruption. Which he saw as rife at all levels in the police force and
Freemasonry. The one thing which seemed to worry him most of all was
the connection which he felt existed between Freemasonry and corruption, and between freemasonry and self-advancement in the force. In his
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view there was no room for doubt about these connections. He used to list
all the officers who were Masons. He noted the dates of their promotions,
whether they had jumped anyone else of equal or greater ability and all
their connections with other officers in the force.
On many occasions he was invited to join the Masons (his two brothers
were members) and he used to tell numerous stories of how both Police
Officers and criminals sought favours of him in his pursuance of the
detection of crimes. They seemed to assume that – like most other
`successful' officers in the Met – he was a Mason of some standing. He
received Masonic handshakes by the score when investigating crimes,
and he was offered bribes in the form of money, goods and even the
services of women, in order that he might overlook vital evidence. Of
course, not all those attempting bribery were Masons but, according to
my father, many were.
The most common expressions used by my father in relation to work
were `he is on the take', `he is taking back handers, he is `on the square'
until I personally (quite wrongly) came to equate being `on the square'
with being amenable to bribes, corruption and perjury. So often did he
use these phrases in juxtaposition. Later on in life we discussed the
position of Freemasonry in the force and its connection with corruption
and self-advancement at the expense of others. It became clear that he
regarded Freemasonry as an evil per se which was to be held responsible
for the larger proportion of corruption in the police force." Taken from
INSIDE THE BROTHERHOOD Martin Short and BENT COPPERS'
James Morton.
Just a casual investigation of the subject will soon confirm that Police
corruption is not, and never has been, on a small and insignificant scale.
Police corruption is on a massive scale. Especially is this the case in the
City of London and Metropolitan Police. There are numerous examples
of Police working hand in glove with criminals and taking handsome
bribes and payoffs. Committing perjury and falsifying and suppressing
evidence to get known criminals off the hook, setting up innocent people
and planting evidence. According to one lawyer as much as a third of all
police evidence given in courts is false and perjured. The comment of
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Commissioner Sir Robert Mark is interesting in this regard when he
declared that the CID were "the most routinely corrupt organisation in
London". BENT COPPERS James Morton. It is estimated that between
10 and 20% of all Policemen are Masons. According to Short "one in six
of all men in the English and Welsh forces". Almost without exception
all the Police hierarchy are Masons. So it must be transparently clear that
Masons are over promoted at the expense of non-Masons. Not to be a
Mason in the force is fatal to one's advancement. Or as two Ipswich
police sergeants expressed it to me "it is almost impossible to rise above
the rank of sergeant unless you are a Mason." Someone once commented
accurately that Masonry guarantees all the worst people are promoted to
top the jobs. Freemasonry is linked inextricably, inseparably and permanently to corruption and promotion in the police. We will show exactly
why this is so later.
Most people know that Masons take the most blood curdling oaths to
protect the secrets of the Masonry. Like the first degree oath of
Freemasonry"....having my throat cut across, my tongue torn out by the
roots and my body burned" .Second degree"....having my breast torn
open and my heart plucked out". Third degree"....having my body severed in two, my bowels taken from thence and burned to ashes should I
ever violate this my Master Mason's obligation" The sixth degree (Most
Excellent Master)of the York Rite"...bind myself under no less a penalty
than to have my breast torn open, and my heart and vitals taken from
thence, and exposed to rot on the dunghill". What very few know,
however, is that Masons are not bound by morals or ethics. In other
words, honesty, truthfulness and justice, when it comes to protecting the
Lodge or the interests of fellow Masons of higher or equal rank. One's
duty to Masonry comes before all else. In the book 'THE HIDDEN
POWER BEHIND FREEMASONRY by Lt Col Jack Mohr this is stated
very clearly. "But in Masonry, as in Judaism, their followers do not
follow the same law as that laid down for Christians. As a result, a Mason
is allowed to lie, if it will help a fellow Mason; just as a Jew is allowed to
lie in order to cheat a hated "goyim." The very fact that Freemasonry is
so secret, fosters the desire to deceive others. The whole international
organisation is based on a lie, it teaches and encourages its disciples to lie
also. The entire system of Masonic rites, lectures and symbolism is for
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the purpose of deceiving others as to their true meaning. The candidate
solemnly swears that he will "forever conceal and never reveal the (false)
secrets of Masonry." He swears never to reveal the secrets of a brother
Mason which are entrusted to him, even though by his act, he may
become implicated in crime. In the case of murder or treason, he may act
at his discretion, but in the higher degrees, even murder and treason are
not revealed. Logically, this means, that in order to be a Mason, and keep
your promise to Masonry, you must be willing to lie, deceive and dissemble if it is for the good of Masonry. The Masonic fraternity teaches and
encourages its members to perjure themselves as to their civil oaths, if
this becomes necessary for the honour and protection of the Lodge. The
oath of a Mason takes precedence over everything else in his life. It
teaches him that violations of this oath as a witness or as a citizen, is not
perjury, as long as it is for the good of the Lodge. So just as a Jew may
lie, to convict a gentile, so a Mason may lie with impunity, to protect
another Mason or the Lodge. The moral standards of Judaism and Freemasonry are so similar, because they come form the same ungodly
source. This is the plain teaching of the TALMUD. In volume BABA
KAMA (113a) we read: "Jews must always try and deceive Christians."
In volume ZOHAR (1,106a) it says: "A Jew may lie and perjure himself
to condemn a Christian." Again in volume BABA KAMA (113a) it says:
"A Jew may lie in court to condemn a Christian." This is the same type of
deception practiced by Freemasonry. If a Mason is required to testify in
court and his testimony conflicts with his duty as a Mason his MASONIC
DUTY MUST ALWAYS COME FIRST! When we see the truth of this,
then we need to ask a very important question: "How can we trust any
Jewish or Freemasonic judge or lawyer, to tell the truth, even when they
are under oath?"
So when a police officer who is a Mason places his hand on the Bible in
a court of law and promises solemnly to tell the truth, if the interests of
the Lodge or other Masons are threatened, he is at liberty to dissimulate,
fabricate and lie. This is one of the reasons so many of them regularly
commit perjury in our courts. Then again, if the police themselves are
being investigated in cases of corruption they will lie or remain silent to
protect themselves or other Masons. It's all part of the twisted code of
Freemasonry which is the diametric opposite to Christian morality. When
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one considers that it is almost a one hundred per cent certainty that the
judges, lawyers/ solicitors acting in a case will be Freemasons , it becomes crystal clear why fairness, equity and right are so often absent in
our courts. Why justice and right are often turned upside down and inside
out in our courts.. Expressed simply, it is because many courts are no
more than Masonic Lodges, dispensing Masonic justice and furthering
Masonic aims like One Worldism and miscegenation. All non-Masons
are described as "the profane". Masons always take precedence over
non-Masons. Their is one law for them and another for us who are merely
"the profane" This is a two tier system justice by any standards." All
Masonic organisations throughout the world are secretly run by Jewish
masters operating behind the scenes CODEX MAGICA. TEXE MARRS
In the Royal Arch degree, the candidate receives the secret name of God
-JAHBULON. JAH-short for Jehovah-a sixth century corruption of the
Divine Name. BUL for Baal- the ancient Canaanite god associated with
sex worship and magic and ON for Osiris-the chief god in the religion of
ancient Egypt. In MASTERS OF THE CRAFT, an article written by Tom
Tyler in The National Review of June 1964 is stated "However, Masonry
claims to be the inheritor of other religious traditions and some degrees,
to deceive the unwary, have been given a top dressing of Christianity.
Other religions of Tammaz, Adonis and Mithras have been drawn on and
several Masonic writers admit the influence of ancient phallic worship".
In his book Daniel and the Apocalypse ,Sir Isaac Newton, the great
scientist, stated that all the gods and goddesses worshipped by the ancients were once real people .In his monumental study of ancient religion,
Bishop Alexander Hislop proves exactly who the original of Osiris, Isis,
Tammaz, Ishtar, Jupiter and Fortuna etc etc really were. See THE TWO
BABYLONS.
A FEW EXAMPLES OF POLICE CORRUPTION
The Times of 29th Nov 1969 carried a piece on Police corruption alleging, amongst other things "taking bribes from criminals for dropping
charges" "being lenient with evidence offered in court" and "allowing
criminals to work unhindered" etc. Times reporters had taped detectives
meetings with criminals in which one of them said "We've got more
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villains in our game than you've got in yours, you know". The same
officer went on to talk about corrupt officers in London being "a firm
within a firm". He told the criminal "Always let me know straight away
if you need anything because I know people everywhere. Because I'm in
a little firm in a firm Don't matter where, anywhere in London, I can get
on the phone to someone I know I can trust, that talks the same as me.
And if he's not the right person that can do it, he'll know the person that
can". BENT COPPERS Graeme McLagan.
A few years ago, the whole of the London `Porn Squad' was working in
league with some of the worst pornographers in London and taking
handsome payoffs from them on a regular basis From 1964 until 1974 it
was led by Det. Chief Supt. Bill Moody described as having "a unique
claim to infamy in the history of Scotland Yard". While he was assisting
in one of the biggest ever investigations into police corruption, he was
simultaneously collecting huge bribes from dirty booksellers of Soho,
London's notorious vice district. When Scotland Yard's anti-corruption
squad went digging into the Porn Squad's later years, all sorts of Masonic
connections emerged. One prosecution witness was Frank Andrews, he
spent three years in the Porn Squad as a Detective Constable. When
Moody recruited him in 1965, he already knew that everybody posted
there immediately bought new cars or expensive houses. He said, "they
spouted wealth", Martin Short. Moody was finally sentenced to twelve
years at The Old Bailey. The magistrate declared he did not suppose
anyone had ever before seen "such a vast volume of absolute filth."
Moody was an ardent Freemason. From 1970 to 1972, Commander
Wally Virgo led the Porn Squad — also a Freemason "under him it was
almost entirely Masonic". He was jailed for 12 years for corruption but
later freed on appeal because the "court felt the judges summing up had
been unduly hostile". Do you think he would have escaped a long prison
sentence, if he had not been a Mason?
The level of police corruption in the Met. may be gauged by the fact that
the Flying Squad investigations under Sir Robert Mark "forced the
dismissal or resignation of nearly 500 officers". Bear in mind that when
Masons are threatened they close ranks to protect each other. It follows
then that only a very small number of bent coppers are successfully
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prosecuted or forced to resign. The overwhelming majority escape justice. The firm Russell Jones & Walker, which handles most legal work
for the Police trade union, the Police Federation, advises officers to "say
nothing at interviews". This is sound advice for members of the public
when being questioned by these egotistical Masonic bully boys in blue.
In Nov 1972, the high-flying Scotland Yard officer — de facto head of
the Drugs Squad Det. Chief Insp. Victor Kelaher and four other members
of the squad were charged with conspiracy to pervert the course of
justice, and with the exception of Kelaher, perjury. H.M. Customs and
Excise complained about the relationship between the Drugs Squad and
a major importer of cannabis. People inside the Home Office had accumulated considerable material and wished to have an independent investigation into the Drugs Squad. Kelaher, in one of the smart cover-ups
favoured by the Yard was allowed to resign. Do you think he would of
escaped prosecution if he had not been a Mason? According to informed
sources some police were selling on drugs and even arranging deals.
There have been many high level investigations into police corruption
some conducted in the utmost secrecy by "trusted officers" but always
conducted by fellow Police Freemasons. THIS IS LIKE APPOINTING
THE DEVIL TO INVESTIGATE EVIL. It is nonsense. Simply stated
the hard reality is thus:
C. G. Finney, himself a Mason, characterised Masonry as follows: "Freemasonry has no mercy, but swears candidates to avenge violations of
Masonic obligations, the most unlawful and un-Christian deeds; to deliver each other from difficulty, whether right or wrong; to unduly favour
Masons in business transactions. It's members are sworn to retaliate, and
persecute unto death, the violators of Masonic obligations." (Wagner's
Freemasonry - An interpretation, p554).
How can it be possible to have an uncompromisingly fair system of
justice in a country when all the people who administer it are Freemasons? People who serve hidden masters and take blood curdling oaths at
secret ritualistic ceremonies to further the aims of Masonry and guard its
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secrets. A system of Law administered by such people can only be an
inversion of real justice.
In a short article like this, we can only scratch the surface. In May 1976,
there was an armed raid at the Daily Express and £175,000 was stolen.
Just over a year later, £520,000 in wages was stolen at Williams & Glyns
Bank, off Lombard Street in London. Then in May 1977 the Daily Mirror
was robbed. A gang disguised as printers escaped with £197,000. In this
raid a Security guard was shot and died on the way to hospital. Senior
Police Officers were involved up to their necks in all of these raids and
shared the loot. Two junior offices handled the distribution. One Sergeant
got £300 out of £20,000 and he got the hump with it, thought it was a
liberty. Chief Inspector Phillip Cuthbert (prosecuted for accepting bribes)
is reported to have said "It's happened in the Met. It's happened in the
City. It's happened in the counties. It's happened for years and years."
BENT COPPERS James Morton. Stephen Knight, author of THE
BROTHERHOOD, was convinced that Masonry lay at the root of all of
these crimes and Police involvement in them. Basically, he claimed that
James Page, a onetime Superintendent in the Met and later Acting Commissioner who was an active Freemason would never have become Chief
Constable for Devon and Cornwall and other Police Officers would never
have got top jobs if it had not been for their Masonic connections. When
it was known that he was "mad about Masonry" many more officers
joined the lodges. James Page CBE, OPM, who had been Commissioner
of the City of London Police when it was so crippled by graft that
Operation Countryman was formed to clear it up. Far from being punished for mal-administration, Page was promoted to the Home Office
where he had the task of ensuring other police forces met his own
`standards.' The fact that he was an incompetent scoundrel made no
difference to his promotion. He was a Mason and that was all that
mattered. INSIDE THE BROTHERHOOD. The police are rotten to the
core as from the very beginning they have been steeped in Freemasonry.
The police hierarchy have not been promoted on merit but because they
are Freemasons. "Freemasonry, just as Judaism, is based on a foundation
of lies. Freemasonry binds its members to be true to each other, even
while it lies to them in its innermost secrets. The exotic language it
employs is for the
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purpose of deception, but the candidate does not know this, and so is
deceived." Col Jack Mohr.
Lower degree Masons, in their ignorance, would protest that Masonry is
not anti-patriotic, anti-nationalist or anti-Christian but numerous authorities on the subject have declared otherwise. In their mad scramble to
improve themselves, Masons have become blind and dumb to what
Masonry is really all about.
THE MASONIC INSIGNIA CONTAINS THE MASONIC
"BEAST NUMBER" 666: 18 TIMES OVER REPRESENTING A
TOTALITY OF EVIL.
The universal symbol of Freemasonry is the set square and pointers. A
simple straight line drawn across the set square and open pointers converts the insignia into the six pointed star, symbol of International Jewry,
the occult and Black Magic. A geometrical form based on the number 6
and the angle of 60 degrees, giving a total of no fewer than 54 sixes. Most
people know that treble six (666) represents evil. In the Masonic insignia
and Star of David one is presented with no less than a multiple of eighteen
treble sixes. 666 18 times over symbolising a totality of evil. Sexuality is
involved in all secret societies. The upwards pointing triangle represents
the male element, the phallus and the downward pointing triangle the
female, the vagina. It has been shown that the pointers of Freemasonry on
top of the set square is a sex symbol of coitus-the male on top of the
female. Consult CODEX MAGICA

THE AIMS OF COMMUNISM AND FREEMASONRY EXACTLY THE SAME
Karl Marx
"Brother, thou hast finished thy instruction as a Chief of
Freemasonry. Pronounce thy supreme oath. I swear to
recognise no fatherland but that of the world. I swear to
work hard everywhere and always to destroy frontiers,
boundaries of all nations, of all industries, no less than all
families. I swear to dedicate my life to the triumph of
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progress and universal unity and I declare to profess the negation of god
and the negation of the soul".
"And now Brother, that for thee fatherland, religion and family have
disappeared forever in the immensity of the work of Freemasonry, come
to us and share with us the boundless authority, the infinite power that we
hold over humanity. The only key to progress and happiness, the only
rules of food are thy appetites and instincts"
(The 32nd degree Masonic Oath taken by judges, politicians business
men and bankers)
All the people who conceived and funded Communism Joseph Stalin
and forced it on the Russian people were Jews. Even
Churchill wrote "The principal inspiration and driving
power comes from the Jewish leaders". Illustrated Sunday Herald February 1922. Karl Marx's real name was
Moses Mordecai Levi. Lenin's was Hiam Goldman,
Trotsky's was Lev. Davidovitch Bronstein, Stalin's was
Djugashvilli (this word: translated from Russian means
"son of a Jew"). The Jews established the most murderous system of government ever with from 66-100 million mainly Christians butchered. This is THE REAL HOLOCAUST OF THE
TWENTIETH CENTURY and a fulfilment of the Talmud which teaches
"Extermination of Christians a necessary sacrifice".
Compare the last part of this "the only rules are thy appetites and instincts" with the guiding principle of the Illuminati: "do what thou wilt shall be the whole law". This is the
very antithesis of the teaching of Jesus Christ: "WHATSOEVER YE WOULD THAT MEN SHOULD DO TO YOU,
DO YEA EVEN SO TO THEM" Matthew 7:5. The aim to
Trotsky "destroy frontiers, boundaries, families" etc. is almost identical language to that used by Karl Marx, in his Communist
Manifesto first published in 1850. Incredible as it may seem, the real aims
and goals of Freemasonry (hidden from lower degree Masons who are
simply "stupid Goy cattle" and International Commu
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Lenin

nism are identical. This has not been lost on life long students
of secret societies like the Catholic Dr. G. Dillon in his book,
GRAND ORIENT FREEMASONRY UNMASKED AS
THE SECRET POWER BEHIND COMMUNISM. In this
context it is interesting to note that when the Bolsheviks came
to power in Russia, Masonry was outlawed and amongst the
first to be liquidated were gentile rank and file Masons who
had outlived their usefulness.

THE PROTOCOLS OF ZION state: "Every kind of new institution of
anything like a secret society will be punished with death; those of them
which are now in existence, are known to us, serve us and have served us,
we shall disband and send into exile to continents far removed from
Europe. In this way we shall proceed with those GOY MASONS who
know too much; such of these as we may for some reason spare will be
kept in constant fear of exile".
It is necessary to make clear here that probably well over 80% of Masons
know little or nothing about the secret aims of Masonry and who exactly
form the controlling hierarchy. They are in the main careerists, opportunists and social climbers.
Long ago Albert Pike, Grand Pontiff of universal Freemasonry and
numerous authors, like Lady Queenborough in her book OCCULT THEOCRACY and more recently, Stephen Knight in THE BROTHERHOOD, Chapter The Devil in Disguise, have stated unequivocally that
the god which Masons serve and pay homage to is Satan the Devil.
MASONRY IS A SATANIC RELIGION. This is why Freemasonry goes
hand in hand with evil. Why this country, controlled as it is by Freemasonry, is in such a hell of a mess and getting worse. Corruption and
everything foul and rotten goes hand in hand with Freemasonry. Why the
police, dominated as it is by Masonry, cannot be but otherwise than bent
and corrupt. Why so many innocent people have been convicted of major
crimes and why the guilty often go free.
Britain is now in an advanced stage of decay.
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In 1850,Karl Marx (real name Moses Mordecai Levi) the son and grandson of Jewish Rabbis, published his Communist Manifesto. In this he
proclaimed the abolition of the family, countries and nationalities together with "all religion" and "all morality since the secret aim of Freemasonry is to work for the destruction of "frontiers, boundaries, families,
industries all morality, the "negation of God" and the establishment of
One World Government. The aims and goals of Freemasonry are exactly
the same as International Communism. Masons, just like Communists,
seek to undermine and destroy all the props of civilised society. To
prepare the way for A Jewish One World Socialist/Communist Dictatorship. Presided over by a World Dictator-the Antichrist.
This explains why the Judeo Masonic police hierarchy have been so
zealous to stamp out racism in the police and enforce the anti British Race
Laws. We should point out here that these evil Laws were formulated in
Moscow and introduced into the House of Commons in the first Race
Relations Bill by the Labour Attorney General, the immigrant Jew from
Russia, Sir Frank Soskice in 1965. Soskice was the son of Kerensky's
private secretary. It was Kerensky (real name Aaron Kirbitze) who
handed over the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution in Russia, after the overthrow of the Czar's Government, to Lenin and Trotsky.
THE REAL REASON MILLIONS OF THE COLOURED RACES
HAVE BEEN IMPORTED INTO ALREADY VASTLY OVERPOPULATED AND OVERCROWDED BRITAIN
There is literally masses of evidence, for anyone who cares to consider it,
that there are only two real reasons why millions (some say about 20
million) coloured aliens have been imported into already vastly overpopulated and overcrowded Britain .These were stated very concisely for us
by Wing Commander Leonard Young in his book DEADLIER THAN
THE H BOMB.
1 To provide degenerate urban mobs which can be used for
revolutionary purposes.
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2. To pollute and destroy our race irreversibly and forever
by mongrelisation /miscegenation.
90% of Negroes residing in Britain who have girlfriends have white
girlfriends. 50% of Negroes born in Britain have white partners. Jn
contrast, in the UK, virtually no Pakistani or Bangladeshi males or
females have got married out of their race. Clearly, Negroes prefer white
women to their own Ref How To Find And Keep the Perfect Partner.
Adrienne Burgess. All this confirms that Britain is set on a course of self
annihilation. Celtic-Anglo-Saxon is being rapidly and irreversibly destroyed Every informed person knows that this is the game and this is the
goal In enforcing the Red Communist Race Laws the police have demonstrated where their loyalties lie. They are working for the enemies of
Britain and her people. An enemy bent on our total destruction as a White
Christian nation.
THE ROOT SOURCE OF WITCHCRAFT, BLACK MAGIC AND
FREEMASONRY
Albert Pike, the Grand Commander of Freemasonry, revealed long ago
that the symbols and rituals of Freemasonry are all based on the Cabala
of the Jews CODEX MAGICA. Webster's Dictionary tells us that the
Cabala is "an occult religious philosophy developed by the Rabbis." IN
BLOOD ON THE ALTER by Craig Heimbichner is written "Kabbalism
: The sacred books of black magic of Orthodox Judaism which form a
large part of the basis of the western secret societies, from Rosicrutionism
to Freemasonry. Kaballism is itself derived from the sorcery of ancient
Babylon and.... Egypt". William Schnoebelen states in his book THE
DARK SIDE OF FREEMASONRY "Kabbalism is a system of Jewish
mysticism and magic and is the fundamental element in modern witchcraft. Virtually all the great witches and sorcerers of this century were
Kabbalists."
Most of the religions of the ancient world centred round the worship of
the sun. Ra of the Egyptians , Apollo of the Greeks, Mithras of the
Romans and Baal of the Canaanites. The secret name of the Masons god,
revealed only to higher initiates is JAHBULON. As pointed out previous( Page 15 )
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ly, the syllable BUL stands for Baal the sun god. Many authorities have
stated that there can be no doubt that sun worship, by all its names and in
all of its forms, was the worship of Lucifer the Devil. This is the god
worshiped by Masons.
Nesta Webster in her classic study SECRET SOCIETIES AND SUBVERSIVE MOVEMENTS states that it was the Jews who introduced
the dark arts and magic into Europe. As we have shown, Freemasonry is
derived almost entirely from Jewish sources as many Jews themselves
have stated. Expressed in its simplest form: Masonry is an organisation
that uses gentiles that is non -Jewish dupes (the hated goyim) to further
Jewish schemes and plans for control over the whole world.
In this regard, we should remember what Jesus Christ said to the Jewish
leaders of his day: "...for ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte
(convert) and when he is made, ye make him twofold more the child of
hell than yourselves." Matthew 23:15. Notice that Jesus called the Rabbis
"the children of hell". Tex Marrs in his book CODEX MAGICA has
commented accurately that after a further two thousand years of refining
their evil teaching they are a thousand times more "the children of hell".
If you think all of this an exaggeration read THE JEWISH RELIGION
:ITS INFLUENCE TODAY. ELIZABETH DILLING. and FACTS
ARE FACTS by the Jewish author BENJAMIN FREEDMAN. Both of
these authors, and many others ,expose the Jewish religious book the
TALMUD as the most evil book ever written. Everything Christian
people consider a perversion the TALMUD condones and endorses i.e.,
lies, theft, perjury, murder, rape, deception, paedophilia ad infinitum.
Providing only that they are committed against the hated "goyim". With
references to human excrement and semen and "copulation with jackasses", it contains the vilest blasphemies against Jesus Christ and Christians
ever written. Remember the motto of the totally ruthless and murderous
Jewish Mossad "BY DECEPTION WE SHALL WAGE WAR". They
do exactly this. There is evidence that they were behind the Kennedy
assassination, the Oklahoma bombing, the demolition of the Twin Towers and numerous other terrorist events round the world, usually blamed
on the Muslims and Arabs.
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THE SATANIC LEADERS OF FREEMASONRY UNMASKED
We will now reveal exactly who the real leaders of Freemasonry are and
who directs rank and file Masons from the top down. Commander
William Guy Can was a life-long student of secret societies, in his
numerous books he stated repeatedly that Freemasonry was controlled
`"at the top" by the Illuminati. The Illuminati derives its name from
Lucifer the Devil, before his fall from heaven, "the angel of light". The
Illuminati is an ultra secret society of devil worshippers committed to
establishing the rule of Satan on earth. As Freemasons are promoted to
higher degrees they come to learn more of the real secrets of Masonry.
Finally, if they don't baulk, the highest degrees enter the ranks of the
Illuminati. From its inception the illuminati was essentially Jewish and
was financed by super wealthy Jewish Financiers like Daniel Itzig,
Friedlander, Ceefbeer, Abraham and Benjamin Goldsmid, Moses Mendelsohm and, more notably, Meyer Amschel, founder of the Rothschild
dynasty. The Illuminati is a very ancient super-secret organisation whose
real origins are hidden in the mists of antiquity It was reorganised by
Adam Weishaupt, a onetime Jesuit priest in 1776. He finished his work
on May 1st. This is why this day is so important in the
Socialist/Communist Calendar According to numerous authorities the
Illuminati has been the real power behind all our wars and the revolutions
of history ..To further its own plans it has created turmoil, upheaval and
chaos everywhere. It has been at the back of most of the trouble in the
world in recent history. Acting secretly behind the scenes, the Illuminati
has flooded the once Christian West with millions of coloured immigrants and is mightily promoting race mixing and mongrelisation to
destroy irreversibly and forever the Celtic- Anglo -Saxon Nordic - Germanic peoples-the true Israel of the Bible. They are working for our total
destruction. They work feverishly to destroy the God ordained separation
of the races. Their plan is to mix and merge all of the races in a grand
coffee coloured amalgam without history, identity or purpose whom they
can easily control. God stopped the integration of all mankind at Babel
and He will stop it again. This is an absolute certainty. The modern
doctrine of Multiracialism and Multiculturalism comes straight out of
Illuminist/Satanism. It is anti God and antichrist. Divine Providence will
utterly smash it and reverse all the harm it has done.
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If you want to know the names of the present top Illuminists and,
therefore, the real leaders of Freemasonry, you have only to discover who
are the top world financiers. Money rules this world and the people who
have usurped control of our money control the whole planet and everything in it. Heading the world's financial elite are the Rothschilds and
Rockefellers followed by lesser luminaries like the Schiffs, Warburgs,
Guggenheims, Greenspan (former Chairman of the Federal Reserve). The
money vultures who form the top echelon of the Illuminati are the real
leaders of Freemasonry. They also control such organisations as the
CFR,(the Council of Foreign Relations) the Trilateral Commission, the
Bilderbergers, the Council of Rome, the UN and the so called Secret
Services-MI5, MI6, SPECIAL BRANCH, CIA, FBI, Mossad etc etc
.Expressed in its simplest form MONEY RULES THIS WORLD. THE
PEOPLE WHO CONTROL MONEY CONTROL EVERY POWER
STRUCTURE ON PLANET EARTH.
It is surely time that rank and file Freemasons knew the truth about "the
brotherhood" and exactly what it really stands for and where it is taking
us. It is time they stopped telling the rest of us that theirs is a charitable
organisation promoting good works. Freemasons for their own personal
gain and advantage have allied themselves with the forces of evil to
destroy their own race and nation and place the real Movers and Pushers
of Masonry on the throne of the world.
What We Haven't Been Told About Money That You Should Know
Understand this simple fact. ALL MONEY IS CREATED OUT OF
NOTHING. The people that do the creating, must and do control everything. For out of a little bit of paper and ink they can create a five or a
fifty-pound note and they can create limitless amounts of them. "In 1694
Jews created the Bank of England". THE JEWS AND MODERN
CAPITALISM. They lent William III £1,200,000 in gold and silver
coins at 8% interest. They only agreed to lend him this money if he gave
his royal permission for them to establish a" Bank of England" and print
for themselves £1,200,000 in paper bank notes. Thus William paid them
108% interest on their loan. Ever since this date the government, instead
of creating their own money and spending it into circulation, interest and
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debt free, have borrowed from the misnamed "Bank of England". In
America they succeeded in setting up a similar racket in 1913 with the
Federal Reserve Act which empowered them to print dollars and lend to
the American government and people. The British government now owes
these financial parasites some 800 billion pounds and the American
government an estimated 5 trillion dollars. Your hard-earned tax-money
pays interest on this absurd debt. Incredible as it may seem, your government is still paying interest to the Jewish Money Changers on money
borrowed to fight the Napoleonic wars, not to mention WWI and WWII.
Money which comes out of your taxes.
The Money Barons have been behind nearly all our wars and the revolutions of history. All the newspapers are in their pocket, TV and radio is
under their control. They shape the mass mind by propaganda. Parliament
at Westminster carries out their policy. Democracy is a sham. Through
their control of Freemasonry at the top, tens of thousands of Masonic
drones, dupes and androids further their programme towards their ultimate goal: One-World Government, One World Race (a mongrelised
mass of humanity, without history, identity or purpose whom they can
easily control). A One-World Money System and ultimately, a OneWorld Religion with Christianity abolished.
These are the aims of Freemasonry, Communism, Illuminism, the United
Nations and the International Bankers who control them all. They are
working for the annihilation of Celtic Anglo-Saxon Britain and Freemasons are at the forefront of the promotion of their satanic schemes.
COLLECTIVIST ONE-WORLDERS
Taken from The Covent Message of South Africa. W. G. Finlay,
D.D. J. Finlay. Great Campaigners for Truth and Right.
What has taken place in the world is that the power vacuum left by the
collapse of the Western colonial powers and by the destruction of the
monarchical dynasties by `democratic' policies, has been filled by the
dynasties of international banking families.
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The names of some of these banking families are familiar to some of us,
and should be more so. They include Warburg, Lazard, Baring, Erlanger,
Schroder, Selingham, Spreyers, Mirabaud, Mallet, Kuhn, Loeb, Fould and, above all, the Rockefellers and Rothschilds.
It is these banking dynasties which, by means of their control of the
international monetary system - and by their effective exploitation of
political Zionism and the Whole Communist movement for their own
internationalist ends - have established a stranglehold on all the governments and the resources of the world.
One centre is the legal constitutional government.
RELATIONSHIP WITH COMMUNISM
No one can begin to understand the world power structure, and what is
happening in the world today, unless he realises that the two Asiatic
movements which arose in World War I, and which reaped the victory of
World War II, were Soviet Communism and political Zionism.
Backed to the full by international Finance, they aspire to securing
eventual control of political, economic and military power over the entire
human race.
Their purpose is to denationalise all races, nations and governments, and
to erect on the break-up of Western Christian civilisation a collectivist
new world order.
CO-OPERATIVE DUOPOLY
It was a columnist and political commentator on one of the "voice of
America" programmes in Europe , in 1967, who "let the cat out of the
bag."
His revelation went like this: "The world is going to be governed in the
immediate future, not by an American Monopoly in competition with a
Soviet Monopoly; but by a co-operative Duopoly with the U.S. and the
USSR co-operating in secret, competing in public, and hiding their
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operations behind the United Nations, which will be used as a smokescreen to deceive all who are not `in the know.'
"Competing openly, conspiring secretly, and using the United Nations as
a smokescreen." This is to be the new order. Wars will continue, for this
is a part of the competition, but they will be "controlled" and of the
brush-fire variety, and never allowed to become major conflagrations.
But, behind the scenes, neither gang leader will invade the other's territory.
"The real decisions will be handed to Kremlin aides and White House
aides in secret sessions and even the `clients' won't know what's going on
until the decisions are a fait accompli," said the commentator.
This state of affairs has long been going on, and can be expected to go on,
in every move made by the U.S. and every move made by the Soviet
Union, on the questions of Israel and all others in the field of international
politics.
PLANNED STRIFE AND CHAOS
What the peoples of the world, as distinct from their captive governments, have to face up to - is that political Zionism and world Communism and International Finance are only as different as three main
branches of the same tree.
Communism and Zionism - Socialism, Internationalism and World Federalism, for that matter - derive their entire support from International
Finance. All of them flourish solely with the sanction of International
Finance.
This is the function of them all, in the present-day world of upheaval,
strife and planned chaos, as they wage their ruthless "war of subversion"
- their World War III - against Western man and his civilisation.
MASONS PERSECUTE OPPONENTS
I have in my possession a letter which describes how a man in Co Duram
had a problem with a Freemason This Freemason went to his Masonic
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friends in the police and the police began a campaign of harassment,
persecution and intimidation against this man. He describes how he was
attacked in various ways and became very ill and his life was threatened.
He states that he knew of several other people who had been on the
receiving end of similar Masonic attacks. Supposedly, the police are there
to protect law abiding citizens but in the interests of Freemasonry they are
prepared to do just the opposite. They break their oath "to uphold the law
without fear or favour" to safeguard the interests of a fellow Mason even
to the extent of endangering a man's life. They are all a disgrace. How can
they deter criminals and protect the law abiding when all the police
hierarchy are members of a satanic religion pledged to advance the secret
aims of Masonry against the interests of their country, their own people,
the Christian faith, and the cause of truth, right and justice. .
Recently, a Christian lady related to me the story of a Christian policeman
from the north of England who resigned from the police on a matter of
principle when he discovered the preference given to Freemasons. He
was a traffic policeman and discovered that when certain individuals
were stopped for speeding when they proved that they were Freemasons
they were immediately let off This, of course, is only an insignificant
example of the preferential treatment afforded Freemasons. It is a certainty that many Freemasons have escaped justice because of the special
favours granted to them by their Masonic friends in the police and
judiciary. The simple fact is that the police have a record of wrongful
convictions for major crimes as long as your arm. They have become very
adept at getting the innocent convicted and getting the guilty off the hook.
Do you really think Ian Huntley and his girlfriend Maxim Carr were
guilty of the brutal murder of Holly Wells and Jessica Chapman? Their
bodies were found outside the perimeter fence of a huge American base
and tens of thousands of Americans are based in the area, yet the Americans were completely excluded from the investigations of our wonderful
Judeo Masonic police. Mildenhall, in Suffolk, is a transit camp for U.S.
personnel travelling to and from Iraq and Afghanistan. They have all been
treated with a whole cocktail of poisonous 'vaccinations' and mind bending 'drugs' to keep them awake when on active duty. There have been
several cases of these same military personnel retuning home and committing horrendous crimes, sometimes against their own families. Isn't it
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odd, that these two girls just happened to be murdered where the biggest
concentration of U.S. military reside in Britain. Suppose the finger of
blame had been pointed at the Americans, imagine just what that would
have done for Anglo-American relations and `B'liar's insane policy of
"follow Bush wherever he goes". That could not be allowed to happen.
Remember, all the so called "newspapers" are controlled by exactly the
same people who control the police and the judiciary and every other
institution of power and consequence in Briton. They pump out lies
continually. journalists are all a bunch of LIE MONGERS. We will call
the real "MOVERS AND PUSHERS", who sit at the top of the hierarchy of power, by their real Biblical designation ..the Edomites, Amalekites and Canaanites, not some phoney name... See the audio tape Who
really murdered Holly wells and Jessica Chapman? Dave Starbuck 52
Lancaster Avenue, Aldridge, Walsall, WS9 8RQ.
THE EVENTS OF 7/7. ATTACK ON LONDON.
We have all been told that the events of 7/7, where a London bus and
underground trains were blown up, were perpetrated by Muslim terrorists, although their is a mass of evidence that it was an "inside job". This
was stated by David Shayler, a former British Intelligence Officer with
MI5 who was jailed under the Official Secret Act in 2002 for revealing
that the Blair government paid a militant Islamic group$160,000 to
assassinate Colonel Gaddafi of Libya. Shortly after the. events of 7/7 an
armed police squad shot dead a totally innocent Brazilian man, Jean
Charles de Menezes at London's Stockwell Underground Station .The
police later claimed in their defence that they thought he was a terrorist.
.Apparently, they pumped some five bullets into his head. An informed
correspondent of mine, who knows someone at Canary Wharf in London,
told me that they shot dead a man at this location also and afterwards
warned all witnesses to the event to keep their mouths shut. The story was
also mysteriously blacked out of the media. If one examines the record,
one will soon discover that armed police are a bigger threat to the British
than any real or imagined "terrorists" .Actual people involved in the
events of 9/11 give a very different story to that pumped out by our lying
news media.
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When interviewed from his hospital bed, 32 year old dance instructor
Bruce Lait, who was on one of the devastated tubes declared "Out of the
carriage, I think Crystal (his partner) and I were the only ones who were
not seriously injured, and I think we were nearest to the bomb". He went
on to describe those sitting close to him when the bomb went off He
described them in detail there was no-one even remotely similar to
descriptions later given of "suicide bombers carrying rucksacks".
When he regained consciousness, he saw a gapping hole in the floor of
the carriage. The metal was pushed upwards as if the bomb was underneath the train. "I don't remember anyone being where the bomb was or
any bag" and "we were nearest to the bomb" There was no bomber an no
bag. The bomb was under the train.
A bus driver who drives a bus close to the route where the number 30
blew up revealed the following: The doomed bus was the only bus that
was re-routed out of all of London's buses. The claim that the CCTV
camera wasn't working he described as "rubbish". They are maintained
two or three times a week. His supervisor told him that shortly before July
7th, a complete stranger arrived at the depot and spent 20 hours inspecting the CCTV .Normally, for security reasons they are serviced by the
same people every time but this different. He said a lot of London bus
crews do not believe the official story and some even believe the company was involved in some way. This may have some substance as the head
of "Stagecoach" London's buses is a former top notch in the American
CIA.
The photograph of four Muslim "terrorists" carrying backpacks released
for mass circulation was entirely phoney. One of the bars of the three bar
barrier in the background passes through the head of one of the "terrorists".
GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS CENTRES FOR BRAINWASHING
AND INDOCTRINATION.
For years the British have been hoodwinked and deceived on every
important issue under the sun by their lying news media which is all in
the pocket of the international Jew Bankers. Their children are "educated"
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in government controlled centres of propaganda, brainwashing and indoctrination called schools. Promoting to the full such things as the
satanic doctrine of multiracialism, alterative sex (homosexuality and
lesbianism) internationalism, globalism and atheistic evolution. Teachers
have been thoroughly brainwashed in their so called "colleges of education". .1 went through the system myself so I know.
THE GOD MASONS WORSHIP AND SERVE IS LUCIFER THE
DEVIL
In the book CODEX MAGICA by TEXE MARS are over five hundred
pages of text and photographs revealing the secret signs, handshakes,
symbolism and aims of the secret societies. This book provides plenty of
hard evidence that the god Masons honour and serve is not the Creator
God of the Bible and certainly not Jesus Christ. who is purposely never
even as much as mentioned in all their ritual and rigmarole. THE GOD
MASONS SERVE IS NO LESS THAN THE GREAT ADVERSARY
OF THE ONLY ONE AND TRUE GOD. IN ALL THEIR SECRET
RITUAL AND SYMBOLISM THEY WORSHIP AND SERVE LUCIFER THE DEVIL OTHERWISE KNOWN AS SATAN. Whatever
names Masons may use for the entity they serve whether it be "the great
architect of the universe", "Jahbuhlum", “Hiram Abith", "Mahabone",
“Abbadon" or whatever. They are merely code words for Lucifer the
Devil.
Numerous authorities, far too many to list here. have unequivocally
declared that Masons secretly serve the forces of evil and the powers of
darkness, this can only result in injustice and evil at their hands. Albert
Pike, Sovereign Pontiff of Universal Freemasonry declared to the higher
initiates "That which we must say to the crowd is we worship a god, but
it is the god one adores without superstition. To you Sovereign Grand
Inspectors General we say this, that you may repeat it to the brethren of
the 32nd, 31st and 30th degrees. The MASONIC RELIGION should be,
by all of us initiates of the high degrees, maintained in the purity of the
LUCIFERIAN doctrine.–YES LUCIFER IS GOD." Notice that he
says that the secret is only to be revealed to the highest initiates. The
lower degrees are to be kept in ignorance.
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Texe Mars writes in his book CODEX MAGICA "Since the Illuminati,
Masons, and fellow cabalists have amassed such tremendous political,
financial, social, technological powers, is it not a frightening thing to
realize that these men are not only religious, their religion is Satanism,
and their god is the Devil."
Dr. Isaac Wise in THE ISRAELITE of the third of August 1855 gave us
the simple truth about Freemasonry when he declared: "MASONRY IS
A JEWISH INSTITUTION WHOSE HISTORY, DEGREES,
CHARGES, PASSWORDS AND EXPLANATIONS ARE JEWISH." "MASONRY BLINDLY SERVES AS A SCREEN FOR US
AND OUR OBJECTS".PROTOCOLS OF ZION."
"BEYOND THE MASONS AND UNKNOWN TO THEM LAY
THE DEADLY SECRET CONCAVE WHICH DIRECTS MASONS
FOR THE RUIN OF THE WORLD AND THEIR OWN SELVES".
GRAND ORIENT FREEMASONRY UNMASKED AS THE SECRET POWER BEHIND COMMUNISM" Dr. G. Dillion.
"THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT THE SOUL OF FREEMASONRY
IS ENTIRELY JEWISH AND UTTERLY ANTI CHRISTIAN AS
NUMEROUS AUTHORS HAVE PROVED MOST CONVINCINGLY. TO BE A FREEMASON MEANS TO HOB-NOB FREELY
WITH HELL". Major General Count Cherep-Spiridovitch- a member
of the old Russian aristocracy. THE SECRET WORLD GOVERNMENT OR HIDDEN HAND. First published in 1926.
Here in symbolic form is represented the great secret aim of the satanic
sect known as the Luciferians or Illuminati that they are working ceaselessly to accomplish. The great two horned goat has inscribed on its
forehead the five pointed star symbol of ancient secret societies, the
House of Rothschild and Inter-national Communism. The fiery torch
represents Moloch the destroyer of children. The right hand of the "devil's
angel" is raised with two fingers pointing up-wards to the white moon.
The white moon stands for the children of Shem - the White Race "Solve"
means break up or dissolve. The two fingers of the left hand point
downwards to the black moon. The black moon stands for the Dark
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Races. Coagula means curdle or clot, to make solid. The serpent is a
symbol for the devil and also represents International Jewry. The beast
sits on the throne of the world and the great secret is revealed.
The great White Race of Shem is to be destroyed by mixing with the Dark
Races. Every government, organisation and church that is supporting this
cause is under satanic control i.e., the British, American and Australian
Governments, the UNO, Freemasonry, Communism and nearly all the so
called "Christian" Churches.
THE SIX POINTED SO CALLED `STAR OF DAVID' SYMBOL
OF INTERNATIONAL JEWRY FREEMASONRY AND OCCULT
MAGIC. A geometrical form based on a multiple of sixes.
6 lines forming two equilateral triangles
6 small outer equilateral triangles
6 points, 12 outer lines 2x6=12
6 inner lines forming a central hexagon..
18, 60 degree angles (6=6=6) of small outer triangles.
6, 60 degree angles of two large triangles.
12, 120 degree angles (60+60=120 )making a total of at least 54
sixes
This represents A TOTALITY OF EVIL. THE EVIL THAT IS EMBODIED IN, INTERNATIONAL JEWRY, FREEMASONRY AND
MAGIC AND THE ENORMOUS INFLUENCE AND CONTROL
IT EXERTS OVER WORLD AFFAIRS.
KGB agent and Political Head of subversive organisation whose aim was to infiltrate the political parties at
the top and work to undermine traditional Britain.
Rothschild was head of the Biological Section and
manager of the whole outfit. All this was revealed
years later by Dr. Kitty Little when an attempt was
made to recruit her in Wilson's room in University
Harold Wilson College, Oxford in the early forties. Lady Jane Birdwood revealed that she should have made this known
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sooner as it would almost certainly have destroyed Wilson's political
career. Wilson was made leader of the Labour Party when Hugh Gaitskell
died unexpectedly (probably murdered) and won the election in 1964. His
policies were a disaster for Britain Abolished our old Imperial System of
money, weights and measures for the metric and is remembered for his
soon to be proven lie "it won't affect the pound in your pocket". Read
Enemies of the Queen by Dr Kitty Little.
The founder of the Rothschild Money Power was Mayer Amschel (17431812). His five sons established Banking Houses across Europe. They
soon discovered that they could lend money many times in excess of what
they held in their vaults. They became Moneylenders to kings and nations
and wormed their way into their confidence. They had honours, titles and
distinctions showered on them. They financed both sides in a succession
of wars in which Christian nations slaughtered each other. By sheer
cunning and chicanery they became the richest family on earth and the
recognised leaders of World Jewry. Mayer told his five sons "all 1 the
world must belong to us Jews and the gentiles being mere excrement of
animals must possess nothing". "Let me control a nation's money and I
care not who writes it laws". Count Cherep Spiridovitch wrote "The
Rothschilds (German Red Shield) have been the back-hone of all political
and financial happenings since 1770. Their name ought to be mentioned
on each page of the history of every country. The authors, teachers,
lecturers and politicians who do not speak of them, must be considered
dupes, hypocrites or criminally ignorant. The Secret World Government.
He proves that they have been behind all the wars, revolutions, assassinations, turmoil, trouble and grinding poverty of the past two hundred
years. The Rothschilds are the secret leaders of Freemasonry and the ultra
secret satanic sect of the Illuminati. They own and control all the newspapers and the rest of the media. Politics and politicians are all in their
pocket. They are the visible agents of Satan on earth and the most evil
family in history.
Henry Ford, famous American Industrialist. Introduced mass production
of the motor car, paid his workers double, reduced their hours and gave
them a share in the profits. Wrote that Communism in America, Russia
and everywhere else was entirely Jewish and Jews were behind WWI.
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Revealed that members of the same tribe had hijacked the motion picture,
sport and entertainment business and controlled the American Media and
were leading America to ruin: wrote "You don't need the League of
Nations to end wars. Gather together the fifty
most wealthy Jewish Financiers who create wars
for their own profit - control them and you will
put an end to it all". The International Jew.
Disraeli, Jewish Prime Minister (1804-81) created Earl of Beaconsfield, founder of the modern
Tory Party. A Rothschild agent - revealed much
of the real truth of things in his novel Conningsby - how super wealthy Jews stood behind the
seats of power in every land and how members
of his own tribe were behind all revolutions and
social upheaval. He revealed the "first Jesuits
Benjamin Disraeli
were Jews" which means that the Jews have
1804-1881
always been the secret masters of this sect and
still control it today. He wrote "The World is
governed by very different personages from what is imagined by those
not behind the scenes". "Governments do not govern they merely control
the machinery of government being themselves controlled by the hidden
hand". The "hidden hand" being the Money Power led by a Rothschild
(Sidonia). For two centuries the Rothschilds have been the real rulers of
Britain. Elections are merely a circus show to fool the sheep. M. P.'s are
spineless and gutless knaves and fools.

Khrushchev (real name Pearl Mutter) declared at
the UN, "We will bury you". Russian disintegration and weakness all a ploy to deceive the West
behind which they hide enormous military
strength. While the West disarms they have updated all their weapons.
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The Rothschilds
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Grand Lodge London
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE
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